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A. STEAM-WATER CONDENSING EJECTOR TEST FACILITY

The use of a condensing ejector in a liquid-metal MHD power system has been pre-

viously reviewed by Brown. Even though experimental performance data ' for a

steam-water condensing ejector has demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining exit stag-

nation pressures greater than either of the inlet stagnation pressures, data are lacking

in the range of high area contraction ratios, high inlet vapor velocities and low flow-rate

ratios. Brown has reviewed the need for these conditions in order to obtain high effi-

ciency performance (based on an availability definition) from a condensing ejector. Thus,

as previously reported,l a steam-water test facility was constructed to operate with the

flow, geometry, and thermodynamic conditions required to yield operating efficiencies

for a condensing ejector in the 60-70 per cent range.

The facility is represented schematically in Fig. XII-1.
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Fig. XII-1. Schematic diagram of the condensing ejector test facility.
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(XII. PLASMA MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS)

The facility has been designed with a large amount of flexibility so that both inlet and

test sections can be replaced with a minimum of difficulty. Stagnation-pressure opera-

tion will be 50-180 psia, with a design flow-rate ratio of 2. 73 and an area contraction

ratio (A 1 /A 2 ) of 11.0. Exit pressures (P0y) of 400-800 psia should be theoretically

obtainable.

In order to check out the facility, the previous tests were repeated. The results of

the new series of tests are shown in Fig. XII-2, in which the data of the other tests

are included. These data cover a range liquid-to-steam flow ratio from 12 to 6. 8.

Figure XII-3 shows a comparison between the theoretical calculations for (P 0 y/P1)

and the experimental values obtained from the present facility. Agreement is within

10 per cent.
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Experimental data: Exit stagnation
pressure ratio vs inlet stagnation
pressure ratio.

Fig. XII-3.

Theory and experiment: Exit stagnation
pressure ratio vs inlet stagnation pres-
sure ratio.

Our immediate concern in the test program is to improve the comparison between

theoretical and experimental flow rates, as well as to carry out an enthalpy balance on
the facility. Subsequent tests will then be undertaken with a test section having higher
contraction ratio geometry and lower flow-rate ratios.

B. T. Lubin, G. A. Brown
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B. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC CHANNEL FLOW VELOCITY PROFILES

AND ENTRY LENGTH

Preliminary experiments were conducted with magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) channel

flows to determine MHD entry lengths from pitot tube measurements of velocity profiles.

The entry length - the length of flow in a magnetic field region required for full profile

development - is important in the design of MHD power-generating equipment and in the

interpretation of MHD friction factor measurements.

The pitot tube (length 0. 9 inch, tip diameter 0. 028 inch) shown in Fig. XII-4 was

traversed across the 0. 5-cm height of a 0. 5 X 5 cm stainless-steel rectangular channel

MAGNET POLE

1 .5 in.

t TIP 0.028 in. STEM
0.2 in. Hg - 0.058 in.

r_0.9 in.
CHANNEL WALL

MAGNET POLE

Fig. XII-4. Cross-section view of the pitot tube apparatus.

at a point 50 hydraulic diameters downstream of the channel entrance and 35 hydraulic

diameters upstream of the exit. A magnet of length equivalent to 20 hydraulic diameters

of the channel was located at several positions relative to the pitot tube as shown in

Fig. XII-5. Velocities were computed from pressure measurements by using Bernoulli's

equation.

Figure XII-5 is a record of MHD profile development. At an approximately constant

Reynolds number the velocity profile (drawn on an expanded scale) flattens as the field

is brought from downstream of the pitot tube to a location where the field interacts with

the fluid before the fluid reaches the pitot tube. In this flow an approximately fully
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developed turbulent stream of mercury at Reynolds number, Re z 2. 9 X 105, enters a

magnetic field region having a Hartmann number, M = 66, with an MHD entry length of

approximately 10 hydraulic diameters. The profile in Fig. XII-5a, with the field down-

stream of the pitot tube, is similar to the profile measured with no field.

The friction Reynolds number, R , based on friction velocity and channel half-height

is approximately 4300 for the flow shown in Fig. XII-5. The ratio, M2/R * , is approx-

imately 1. Harris 2 computed velocity profiles for turbulent MHD flows. Comparison

of our measured profiles with the predicted profiles given by Harris shows qualitative

agreement at M 2/R * = 1.
1 th

A measured profile at zero field and a computed 7 power law profile are shown

in Fig. XII-6a. This profile has been slightly translated to account for probe misalign-

ment. At a similar Reynolds number Fig. XII-6b shows an MHD profile 3. 1 inches

downstream of the magnetic field region. Some partial ordinary hydrodynamic recovery

is observed in the MHD case. In these two flows, with the pitot tube mechanism not

obstructed by the magnet, most of the channel could be traversed.

The small channel dimension that was studied, and the necessity of measuring static

pressure at the channel wall limited the accuracy of individual profile data. The meas-

urements, however, are adequate for showing the relative rate of profile development.

Further work is planned and the preliminary observations reported here provide a clear

indication that the MHD flow develops rapidly in a channel of uniform cross section when

significant MHD forces are present.

S. Sachs, W. D. Jackson, G. A. Brown
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C. THERMIONIC EMISSION FROM A TUNGSTEN MONOCRYSTAL IN OXYGEN

1. Introduction

The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of the carbon impurities in tung-

sten filaments on the thermionic properties, and to investigate experimentally the elec-

tron emission from a single-crystal tungsten filament as a function of crystallographic

direction, filament temperature, and oxygen pressure. Tungsten can be cleansed quite

thoroughly because of its refractory properties which allow high flashing temperatures.

This does not, however, eliminate the carbon impurities in tungsten. The technique for

removing the carbon impurities from tungsten, found by Becker and his co-workers, 1

has been used in this study to find the effects, if any, of carbon on the thermionic emis-

sion from tungsten. In a recent study 2 it has been found that the adsorption of cesium on

tungsten results in a complete reversal in the form of the emission map. One purpose

of the present study is to determine whether or not similar changes take place with

adsorbed oxygen.

2. Description of the Apparatus

A schematic diagram of the tube and the circuit used in taking the measurements is

shown in Fig. XII-7. The filament is tungsten wire, 7. 2 X 10 - 3 cm in diameter, grown

Fig. XII-7. Schematic diagram of the tube and the circuit
used for the measurements.
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into a single crystal and mounted in the center of the tube. It is surrounded by a con-
centric tantalum anode, 2 cm in diameter, with a slit, 0. 75 mm wide and 1 cm long.
This slit which subtends an angle of 4. 30 on the filament, enables the electrons emitted

-4 2from an area of 2.7 X 104cm on the crystal to reach a collector. The collector, a

nickel cylinder, 3 cm in diameter, is covered with platinum black on the inside in order
to reduce electron reflection. Two iron slugs mounted on the anode permit rotation of the
slit from outside the tube by using magnets. To take the emission maps, the anode and
the collector were biased 1 kv and 4v positive with respect to the filament, respectively.

3. Results

The work functions obtained in vacuum for the (111) and (100) directions compare
well with data obtained by Nichols,3 Smith,4 and Coggins. 2 The vacuum measurements,
including collector and anode bias data, Schottky and Richardson plots, and an emission
map of the tungsten crystal, indicated a satisfactory condition of test tube and filament.

Following Becker's I technique to remove the carbon impurities from the filament,
-6the tungsten filament was held at 2200'K in oxygen at 1 X 10 torr for 63 hours.

Figures XII-8 and XII-9 show Richardson plots with the collector current reduced to zero

120 160 200 240
ANGULAR POSITION

Fig. XII-10. Emission maps for 1900 0K before and after
O2-treatment in vacuum.
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field for the (111) and (100) directions taken in vacuum before and after the treatment

with oxygen. For both crystallographic directions the Richardson work functions, R'
remained the same, but the Richardson constants, AR , decreased. This decrease in

emission appears also in the vacuum emission maps for a 1900 K filament temperature

taken before and after the O2-treatment (Fig. XII-10). A comparison of the two emission

maps also shows marked differences in the vicinity of the (100) crystallographic direc-

tions. The difference between the (116) and the (100) directions has greatly diminished,

even though the emission in the (100) direction is still less than in the (116) crystallo-

graphic direction. These differences could be due to lattice rearrangements, as

suggested by Ehrlich. 5

Richardson plots for the (111) and (100) crystallographic directions taken in oxygen
-6

at -1 X 10 torr before and after the 63-hour oxygen treatment of the filament are shown

in Figs. XII-11 and XII-12. Here too, the decrease in emission is apparent; however, the

Richardson plots are now curves instead of straight lines with the tangents indicating an

increasing work function for increasing temperature. This seems to be a transition

Richardson plot, as suggested by Johnson and Vick, in the region between half and full

coverage. A meaningful Richardson plot from which the work function can be determined

cannot be obtained by this method, since the surface coverage varies with filament

temperature.

Richardson plots taken in p(O 2 ) = 1 X 10- 8 torr appear to be the same as the plots

taken in vacuum. The close similarity of the emission maps shown in Figs. XII-13 and

XII-14 indicates that an oxygen pressure of 1 X 1028 torr has no significant effect upon

the emission from a tungsten filament at temperatures above 1500 'K.

Emission maps taken at various oxygen pressures and filament temperatures are

shown in Figs. XII-13 through XII-16. In comparison, these show that, in addition to the

expected decrease of the electron emission, the contrast between the emission in the

(111) direction and that in the (100)-(116) range decreases with increasing oxygen pres-

sure and decreasing filament temperature, that is, with increasing oxygen coverage of

the tungsten filament. A similar decrease in contrast is observed for the (112) and (110)

directions; in fact, the emission in the (112) direction becomes less than the emission

in the (110) direction at TFil = 1900'K in p(O 2 ) = 1 X 10- 7 torr. Similarly, the relative

magnitudes of the electron emission in the (100) and (116) directions reverse at the

higher oxygen pressures. A possible explanation for these phenomena could be found in

a preferential affinity of the oxygen for different crystallographic faces.

Figure XII-17 shows the effective work functions 4 E as functions of filament temper-

ature for the various oxygen pressures and crystallographic directions. In principle, it

should be possible to present these data on a plot of E against coverage 0. We have not

been able to do this because it is not possible to determine the coverage in this experi-

ment and appropriate reliable data do not exist for single crystals.
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Fig. XII-14. Emission maps in oxygen at 1 X 10- 8 torr.
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An attempt to find an empirical parameter related to the coverage was quite success-

ful, as shown in Fig. XII-18. The effective reservoir temperature T used in this
R

parameter, T , is defined as
Fil/TR

T = 1 + 0.0447 In
1X 10 8

where p, the oxygen pressure, is in torr. Although no definite significance can be

ascribed to the exact value of TR , the curves in Fig. 3.3. 12 are quite similar to the E
versus T/TR plots for cesium on tungsten (for example, see Rasor and Warner 7).

By comparing Figs. XII-13 through XII-16 it was previously found that the relative

positions of the (110) and (112) directions reverse at TFil = 1900 K and P(O 2)
1 X 10- 7 torr, which corresponds to T = 1726; this is also clearly shown in the

Fil/TR
overlapping of the curves for these crystallographic directions between T Fil/T 1656

Fil/TR
and 1750. The variation of the (111) and (100) directions relative to each other is also

obvious.

A strong decay in the electron emission, especially in an oxygen atmosphere, made

flashing the filament at short intervals necessary. The breakage of the filament termi-

nated any further investigation.

4. Summary

We found that the carbon impurities do not influence the work function of tungsten.

The Richardson constant decreases slightly after the oxygen treatment. Adsorption of

oxygen produces the expected decrease in emission, but the changes are not as strongly

dependent on crystallographic direction as for cesium on tungsten. 2

W. Engelmaier, R. E. Stickney
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D. CHARACTERISTICS OF A PURE ALKALI-METAL VAPOR PLASMA

The alkali vapor has been studied as a multicomponent system in which aggregates

of atoms and electrons are characterized by a mass factor g and a charge factor Z, the

mass of the aggregate being equal to g times the mass ma of an atom and its charge to

Z times the absolute value of the electron charge. As we deal with states out of thermo-

dynamic equilibrium, a kinetic approach is used for which distribution functions fZ are
g

defined, their space and time evolution being governed by equations of the Liouville type.

Collisional effects are exhibited in the usual way, with correlations between velocity and

position for particles neglected. This limits us to densities for charged particles low

enough so that the 900 Coulomb impact parameter is much smaller than the mean dis-

tance between particles. For aggregates consisting of a large enough number of atoms

(approximately 10), the liquid-drop model', 2 is used. Furthermore, all collisions

except drop-drop collisions are taken into account. Finally, we limit ourselves to large

Knudsen numbers based on the size of the particles, but small Knudsen numbers based

on the characteristic length of the phenomenon under study. The study of the collisions

with drops is done in the length scale characterizing the "range" of such interactions,

and taking a Maxwellian as a first approximation to the electron, ion and atom distribu-

tion functions. Taking successive moments of the Boltzmann equations, the evolution

of these moments is found (on a length scale much larger than the one characterizing

the collisional operators). From such an analysis a generalization of the condensation

and of the nonequilibrium ionization theories resulted.

1. Condensation

It has been found that below degrees of ionization of approximately 2 per cent the

classical nucleation theory ', 2 applies. At pressures of -1/100 of an atmosphere, a

critical supersaturation ratio of -5 is found.

For higher degrees of ionization, the drops will tend to be negatively charged,

thereby increasing the number of ions condensing per unit surface and the time by a

factor of s., which can be as high as 50 for small drops of nucleation size. An effective
1

supersaturation ratio then has to be introduced which will be expressed by

(S 
+f.[ (s.-1)N.

(Sa eff = S a 1 + Na +

where S is the classical supersaturation ratio, N. and N the ion and atom number den-
a 1 a

sities. For Ni/Na = 2 per cent, it is seen that (Sa)eff/Sa is approximately 2.

Given a supersaturation ratio, the critical size for nucleation is also decreased,

because of the electrostatic pressure term. This effect is less important, however, than

the preceding effect. The drop growth is, as usual, limited by heat transfer from the
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drops. In particular, for very high electron densities, the growth rate is further reduced
because of the energy released by ion-electron recombination on the drop.

2. Ionization

For a given degree of moisture,

shown in Fig. XII-19.

two important plasma regimes can be identified, as

Potassium vapor 1% wet, 1/10 atmosphere total pressure

10241

1022

E

C-

-o 102
0

0ILU

1018

1016

I 103  
104 10

5  106
Atoms per drop

Fig. XII-19. Plasma regime classification for wet potassium vapor.

High electron densities: When the mean distance between drops is much larger than
the Debye shielding length, most of the plasma consists of a region in which the electron
and ion densities are equal. Drops are shielded from each other by sheaths.

Low electron densities: The Debye length is much larger than the mean distance
between drops, so that an electron interacts simultaneously with a large number of
them. In Fig.XII-19 the limits for the liquid-drop model are presented, as well as those
for the Maxwellization of the electron distribution function through electron-electron
encounters.
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For high electron densities the r :te at which drops charge is much faster than their

evolution in size. Hence, at every instant an equilibrium distribution with charge can

be assumed for the drops, together with an ionization equilibrium.

The study of the steady-state distribution of drops with charge shows that they will

be predominantly negative in charge, the steady-state regime being reached when the

number of electrons and ions condensing per unit time is equal. This leads to a decrease

in the electron condensation rate by a factor which for potassium at 1/100 atmosphere

is ~30, and the ion condensation rate increases by a factor s. ~ 10. The right-hand side
1

of the continuity equation for electrons is then set equal to zero so that

S2 N21] kT

R. .N (N) -N + ND s 47rR2s a ( = 0.
ioniz e e Saha e D 2m \ e/

Here, we have supposed atom ionization by electron impact and three-body recombination

in the presence of an electron, (Ne)Saha being the local electron density as evaluated

through the Saha equation at the local electron temperature, and R.ioni an ionization rate3 1niz
constant evaluated by Byron and his co-workers 3 for potassium, which is a function of

the electron temperature. N D is the drop number density, 4wR2 their mean physical

surface, T the atom temperature, and N. has the dimension of a number density anda 1

characterizes ion evaporation from drops.

For a dry vapor, N D = 0, so the N = (Ne) Saha' as expected from Kerrebrock's two-

temperature model theory. For a wet vapor, it is convenient to set

N N.
e 1

e = I i =

(Ne) Saha (Ne Saha

kT
2 a

(4irR )SiND Zrrm
K = a= -s f(T e)

2 a
ioniz e Saha

where the gas temperature is supposed to remain constant, and .i is the degree of mois-

ture defined as

NDg

N
a

The term Ti in general is very small for the vapor pressures (and hence temperature)

that we shall consider (approximately 10- ), so that the continuity equation which is now

written
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2 i
1 -r = K 1

has the following solutions

2K< 1 1 e- 1-K

The transition from one solution to the other as K goes through the value of one is very
sharp as exhibited in Fig. XII-20, which represents an evolution at constant electron

temperature and constant mean radius, the degree of moisture being variable. This

Ne
(Ne)dry

i0"1

10-2

LO 10-3

10
- 4

IO

Saha equation

10-7 -

(P-crit.)

Degree of moisture

Fig. XII-20. Typical electron density variation with degree
of moisture at constant electron temperature
and mean drop size.
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behavior can be stated in the following way. Given an electron temperature and a mean

drop size, there exists a critical degree of moisture above which nonequilibrium ioni-

zation cannot be sustained. (We may also alternatively for a given degree of moisture,

drop radius, and pressure define a critical electron density; this is represented in

Fig. XII-19.) The condition under which an electron temperature can be maintained

above the gas temperature can be found through the energy equation which is written,

where J is the current density and cr the electrical conductivity,

2 m 8kTe
J e __3 k(TeTa + ND 2i
--- Ne(NaQea+NiQei 'rrm 2 a D

a e

kT
2ra N (eV i) + QR.

a

Here, the joule heating is seen to be balanced by the energy loss terms. The elastic

energy loss with atoms and ions is represented by the first term on the right-hand side.

The second term represents the inelastic energy loss due to electron-ion recombination

on drops (Vi is ionization potential), and the last term represents the energy loss by

103

p= 0.892 x 10-2 atmosphere
T- 700- K
Tube diameter D=7.94mm

E No radiation /
0 correction

100 C)

'1°° C// ,

3 4 5 60
- 1e 10t 1&0 10 0 0

Current density Amp/m
2

Fig. XII-21. Electrical conductivity of dry and wet
potassium vapor vs current density

(6eff~2).
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radiation. For a monatomic alkali metal vapor 6 is equal to 2.

As the first and second terms on the right-hand side are proportional to the electron

density, Ne, an effective energy loss parameter 5ef f can be defined so as to put the

inelastic drop losses in a form comparable to the elastic losses. The value 6 eff = 4

corresponds to equality of the two terms and is represented in Fig. XII-19. This was

selected as a reasonable maximum allowable value for an MHD generator.

With this model, it has been shown that for the degrees of moisture considered here

(a few per cent), the total cross section for momentum exchange between electrons and

drops is much smaller than the cross section with atoms and ions. Hence, changes in

conductivity will be due primarily to changes in electron density, and the Hall parameter

is practically unaffected by condensation.

The expected behavior of ca versus current density J is presented in Fig. XII-21. The

branches corresponding to the departure from the dry state have a slope equal to 2 on

the log (a) vs log (J) plot. This is due to the fact that as K approaches 1, the electron

temperature on this branch remains almost constant but the electron density decreases.

This causes both elastic and inelastic losses to decrease so that the energy equation for

these branches is approximately

2J
= Q = constant.a R

This remains valid as long as the first two excited states for atoms, which give most of

the contribution to the radiation term, are in equilibrium at the electron temperature.

3. Experimental Results

Experiments were conducted for a dry potassium vapor. The experimental apparatus

has been described in a previous report, 4 in which Hall parameter measurements were

seen to be in good agreement with the theoretical predictions based on a cross section

of 250 A for potassium. More refined electrical conductivity measurements were made

for the dry vapor. Some characteristic results are presented in Fig. XII-22. The agree-

ment with theory is seen to be quite good except at high current densities for which,

owing to the low pressure (1/100 atm), the joule heating of the gas is quite important.

At very low current densities, the measured electrical conductivity is abnormally high.

This has been reported elsewhere5 in connection with electrical conductivity measure-

ments of argon-seeded plasmas.

For a wet vapor, due to the fact that the kinetics of condensation at this pressure is

very slow, condensation was started before the test section entrance. Supersaturation

ratios as high as 7 have been observed, in the absence of ionization, which suggest that

nucleation in this case is correctly predicted by the classical nucleation theory. 1 ,' 2

Measurements of electrical conductivity in a wet vapor are difficult because of the
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joule heating of the gas which at high current densities tends to evaporate the drops. At

current densities of -1 amp/cm 2 , the voltages at the inlet of the test region increased

because of the effect of condensation. Only a semiquantitative comparison with theory

can be made by plotting the average electrical conductivities in the interprobe space.

This has been done and is presented in Fig. XII-23, in which a good qualitative agree-

ment with theory is seen to exist (compare with Fig. XII-21).

J. L. Kerrebrock, M. A. Hoffman, A. Solbes
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E. BRAYTON CYCLE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC POWER GENERATION

The research reported here was undertaken to obtain a thorough understanding of

closed Brayton cycle MHD power generation and to provide data for comparison with

other competitive power generation techniques. The current state of the art in magnetics,

reactor design, and high-temperature materials technology has fixed upper limits on the

operation of the cycle and its components. Results of the analysis indicate the feasibil-

ity of the cycle for terrestrial applications. The MHD Brayton cycle is not competitive

with Rankine cycle systems now in operation, because of large refrigeration require-

ments necessary for operation of superconducting coils that provide the generator's mag-

netic field.

1. Brayton Cycle Magnetohydrodynamic Power Generation

A detailed analysis has been undertaken to determine the feasibility of closed Brayton

cycle magnetohydrodynamic power generation. 1 The two primary constraints on such a

system - the maximum available stagnation temperature from the heat source, and the

minimum generator exit temperature below which efficient power generation is impos-

sible - have been determined in the light of current technological capabilities.

Operating with a maximum stagnation temperature in the range of 1500'K from a

gas-cooled nuclear heat source requires nonequilibrium conductivity considerations for

the working fluid. The coupled working fluid requirements of compatibility with a nuclear

environment and satisfactory electrical conductivity (in excess of 100 mhos/meter)

result in the selection of neon seeded with cesium as the working fluid. Heat-transfer

considerations would favor a helium-cesium mixture; however, the electrical conductiv-

ity of this mixture is unsatisfactory at operating pressures of approximately 15 atm

which yield acceptable heat transfer areas in the heat source and sink.

Cycle operation with the neon-cesium mixture is feasible with the indicated maximum

stagnation temperature and current density levels of 1.0 - 105 to 3.0 • 105 amps/m 2 in

the MHD generator. The magnetic field intensities necessary to sustain these current

density levels range from 7.5 to 20 webers/m 2 , and thus require superconducting coils.

The minimum cycle heat-rejection temperature is in the range 300-400 K, with the result

that space application of this system would be unsatisfactory. The heat-rejection temper-

ature is too low for efficient utilization of space radiators. Terrestrial operation of

the system is feasible with cycle efficiencies in the range 39-49%. The analysis yielding

this range of efficiency has considered viscous dissipation in the high velocity flow

through the MHD generator, nonisentropic operation of the cycle diffuser and compres-

sor, and utilization of the rejected heat as the heat source for a secondary cycle. Power

from this secondary cycle must be utilized to drive the Brayton cycle compressor, since

the compressor power is a significant fraction of the electric power output, and cannot
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be efficiently supplied from the primary Brayton cycle. Additional restrictions on this

analysis include operation of the secondary cycle at an efficiency of 40%, and neglect of

power requirements for refrigeration of the superconducting coils.

Although the analysis indicates feasibility of the MHD Brayton cycle, the system is

not competitive with Rankine cycle systems using water as the working fluid and operating

conventional generators. The unattractiveness of the MHD system stems from the low
electrical conductivity of the working fluid at thermodynamic states compatible with

available heat sources. As a result, high levels of the applied magnetic field are

required, sustainable only with superconducting coils. The refrigeration requirements

for such coils degrades the otherwise acceptable cycle efficiency to an uncompetitive

level.

C. A. McNary
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